
FALLBROOK RIDERS FIELD, INC. FACILITY USE RULES

Welcome to Fallbrook Riders, Inc.

To prepare for your visits to Fallbrook Riders Field (FRF), we have selected a few key pieces of information that will enable you to

enjoy the benefits of responsible membership.

1. FRF has a strict “no guest” policy. No one except those with a recognized membership are allowed on the Field except at

open events. Social memberships may not ride.

2. Only those trainers, approved by the board, after filing a trainer’s application and maintaining their own insurance coverage

with a Certificate of Insurance naming Fallbrook Riders, Inc. as an additional insured on their policy may offer riding

instruction in any form to members only.

3. Always check the FRF website, under the Calendar tab, prior to coming to the Field. There may be an exclusive event

scheduled or another event or activity that would preclude safe riding or availability.

4. When FRF trainers, subset clubs or other groups have lessons scheduled on the calendar, members not involved in the

activity may use the Field but should yield to the scheduled activities and it’s customary not to share their arena.

5. Pony Club usually is involved in lessons, instruction and practice on Saturday mornings.

6. Dogs are to be on a leash and in your constant control. Pick up after your dog.

7. We do not have scheduled waste pick up; therefore, we ask you to haul out your trash. Manure goes to the new compost

manure station. Clean your stalls and trailer areas. Be respectful of your obligation to care for this beautiful facility.

8. It is the RESPONSIBILITY of the membership to maintain the Field. To be aware of safety concerns and address them or

bring them to the attention of the Board. Everyone is a volunteer. We have no paid maintenance. Show respect to those

contributing their time, efforts and abilities maintaining and improving conditions at the Field.

9. Our volunteers that groom our arenas try to work around popular use times, but it is at their discretion to try to schedule a

consistent time schedule to groom. Currently, Friday is the normal and customary grooming day. If you see them, thank

them.

10. Horses may be turned out/or lunged in the round pen or the small arena when there are no mounted riders on the property.

No turn outs in large arena are allowed. Use the round pen only to lunge if there are riders on the Field.

11. Never release a horse anywhere on the property that is not in a designated turnout arena or round pen.

12. If you set up obstacles or other apparatus in the arenas, please take them down and store them in the correct place.

13. Do not tie to the arena fences or to stall corrals. Tie only to your trailer.

14. Safety is our top priority. Use safe practices when working with your horse. Do not ride double, use appropriate tack that

encourages safe management of your horse.

15. Riders under the age of 18 must wear a riding helmet. Also, this youth must always be supervised by an adult FRF member

when on FRF grounds. Youth riders may not jump on the cross‐country course without a parent or qualified instructor.

16. You cannot leave the property and leave your horse/s, underage children or dogs unattended.

17. If an injury or property damage occurs, obtain appropriate care, then contact a Board Member. An incident report for this is

in the entrance to the block house above the lock box. Fill this out and leave it in the lock box.

18. Please do not attempt to water or use any of the FRF tractors or equipment without permission and authorization.

19. If you use arena lights for night lighting, do so only for time needed.

20. The Block house must be locked, all lights turned off and the gate to the Field locked when the last member leaves.

21. Being a FRF member is a privilege, not a right. Unacceptable behavior will not be tolerated. There is protocol for infraction

reviews and disciplinary action in our Policy and Procedures. For a complete list, please refer to the Policy and Procedures

that can be found on the Fallbrook Riders Website: www.fallbrookriders.com.

22. This Field is a local treasure. It cannot be sustained without your involvement in its maintenance, it’s event successes, good

management practices, fundraising, activities to promote benefits for membership, etc. Will you Volunteer?

Fallbrook Riders Inc., reserves the right to amend, add to or rescind any of the above‐mentioned policies, where the safety of

our members and/or success of the Field may be enhanced. Revision: 12/2023


